


It is time to rethink how we store and select records.



THE STORY

Toneoptic

We believe storing and selecting records demands to be a simultaneous, intuitive, 
and engaging experience that stimulates all your senses.

OUR WHY

Storing records (usually done sideways) is counter-intuitive to how we like to select 
records (which is cover-forward). For the past 70+ years the mechanical aspect of 
record storage has been left untouched whilst many cosmetic design changes 
flooded the marketplace. It was time to rethink vinyl record storage at the roots 
level and make it intuitive to the way we like to experience the medium.

We are not envisioning any serious collector to exchange the shelving of their entire 
collection with Toneoptic rpms. Instead, we see people having one or a few units to 
rotate a good amount of records out at a time in order to rediscover their collection, 
which usually sits in shelves with most records untouched because thin or illegible 
spines leave them unpicked.

Many record collectors end up in a dedicated room, the listening or audio room. 
The Toneoptic rpm further enables music to enter into design-forward living spaces 
again so the beauty of the vinyl listening experience can be shared and enjoyed by 
everyone.



As a lifelong vinyl collector (I am at 1,666 records as I write this) 
I struggled with the way I liked to store my records, which, naturally, 
is library-style. I kept selecting records to spin that had fat spines or 
easy-to-read titles – the ones where I was quickly able to recognize the 
record – over and over. By doing so I was fully aware that I was leaving 
out any thin spines, older second hand records where spines rendered 
illegible, or the many that had no titles displayed on their spines 
altogether.

As a trained graphic designer turned brand strategist I also absolutely 
love flipping through vinyl. The discovery part and the wonderful art 
work is half the fun of selecting which record to play and it's also what 
makes going to record stores so exciting (which I do religiously and 
globally - see snapshots from my hunts via below gallery).

One day I quickly sketched out a solution: A cube housing records that, 
upon touch and pull, would spin 90 degrees forwards so I could easily 
flip through them while still stashing them away again in the manner 
we all love, spines facing outwards, which in my mind really is the only 
proper way to show off your collection without your home looking like 
a record store.
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(cont…)

The sketch collected dust for years, then came the pandemic and I had 
more time to spend at home with my collection and one fine day I 
started to slowly work on turning that dream (and personal need) into a 
reality. I put in my own money so that I was independent from day one 
and hired the best designer, engineer and advisors (from Frank Gehry 
Partners, Boeing Aircraft and Cambridge Audio amongst others) to 
ensure I'd  bring the best mechanical solution coupled with the most 
sophisticated design to market. A unit that would not only elevate my 
vinyl experience, but also my home, and that I trust would look stunning 
in the most sophisticated listening rooms and studios around the world.

The Toneoptic rpm is that very unit, but we've only just begun on this 
journey of discovery.
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OUR DNA

Discovery
The record we always skipped because it had a plain spine. The 
treasures we never saw that had too thin of a side to get 
discovered by us. Our mission is to have you enjoy all the records 
you own, get lost in the wonderful cover art and find delight in the 
artful process of selecting the next record to play.

Music is discovery, and so is art and design. To us, the Toneoptic 
rpm combines these discoveries and based on its scarcity and 
sophistication turns into a discovery in of itself.









ABOUT

rpm

Unique, In Every Which Way 

We are charting new territories for vinyl collectors because we believe 
there are many design-conscious record collectors like you seeking an 
aesthetic way to showcase their vinyl. One which allows them to flip 
through records while tucking them back in, library style. Our 
patent-pending 90-degree rotation mechanism changes the way you 
look at vinyl forever.

A Marriage of Design and Functionality Innovation

Your personal audio space or recording studio demands the same 
sophistication as your choice in audio equipment and vinyl. We 
partnered with a designer who worked for Frank Gehry Partners and 
engineered for Boeing Aircraft to create the ultimate marriage of form 
and function. Along the design journey we never compromised on 
quality and functionality, and the results speak for themselves: A rare 
piece of interior design that is as advanced as the quality of music and 
sound you surround yourself with.







ABOUT
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Hand-crafted with meticulous attention to detail

Deliver a multi-sensory experience for the refined vinyl collector: That 
was our mantra from the first hour, hence we are crafting our products 
by hand. A team of 3, in a small wood workshop in Los Angeles. Our 
philosophy is to create the most advanced, innovative and functional 
vinyl furniture, one at a time, whatever the effort and sweat equity. From 
solid walnut to high-build, high-gloss, water-based white acrylic lacquer, 
Toneoptic stands for highest quality and you will experience our 
passion every time you engage with your rpm unit.

One of its Kind

Quality is assured as the rpm is built one by one in the workshop where 
it was born. In each walnut unit you will see a slightly different natural 
grain pattern. On each white rpm you can feel how the coating was 
applied by the same people that paint the most luxurious pieces of 
interior design, because that is what the rpm represents: The highest 
quality of design craftsmanship you will see in the vinyl space.







SPECS

rpm

Each meticulously handcrafted unit stores 60-75 records and comes with 3 dividers 
to allow for categorizing or organizing 12", 10" and 7" records. 

Materials & Measurements

White high-build high-gloss water-based acrylic lacquer painted Finland ply, walnut 
veneer or solid walnut; powder-coated high-grade 5052 aluminum; Polyfelt® record 
protector (made of recycled plastic water bottles); high-grade solid steel hardware 
used throughout.

All units ship in cardboard boxes with custom Renew™ Recycled Content Foam 
(containing 70% recycled resin).

Measures 17.5" length (depth)

20.5" width

19" height (measurements are in inches)

weighs ~50 lbs
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